
VELOCITÀ
Racing simulator stand

Arozzi is yet again expand-
ing its collection of gaming and 

streaming gear with the Velocità racing 
simulator stand. It is the world’s first race 

driving simulator stand compatible with any 
gaming or office chair. This feature allows 
users to pick any gaming chair of their choice 
to add a racing simulator to (racing simulator 
not included).

The Velocità racing simulator stand has 
plated brackets to add a steering 

wheel, driving pedals, and 
gear shifting box.

Available in 
Red
Black
White

Hardcore racing 
gamers can now get a 

racing simulator to attach to their 
existing chair without breaking 

the bank from buying bulky 
racing simulators that are diffi-
cult to store. Velocità’s compact 
and light weight design gives the 
opportunity for easy storage and 

for gaming on the go.

FEATURES

* Any chair that uses a five-star wheel base with 
detachable castors.

Able to attach a gear shifting 
box, steering wheel, and pedals

Compatible with most of the 
known racing wheels & pedals 
brands on the market

Compatible with any gaming or 
office chair*

Patent-pending connection 
mechanism makes the 
assembly quick and easy

Compact and lightweight 
design makes it easy to 
store

Adjustable framework to fit 
your optimal position
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SPECIFICATIONS

MEASUREMENTSLOGISTIC

Box Dimension 
78.5x39.5x40 cm
309x155.5x15.7 inches

Netto Weight
19kg / 41lbs

Gross Weight
20kg / 44lbs

Container 40ft
450 pcs

per pallet
12 pcs

SKU/EAN 
VELOCITA-RED 0769498678923
VELOCITA-BLACK 0769498678909
VELOCITA-WHITE 0769498678916

78.5cm

40cm

39.5cm

37cm / 14.6inches
79cm / 31.1inches

45-65cm
17.7-25.6inches

27cm / 10.6inches

13cm
5.1inches

14cm / 5.5inches

22cm
8.7inches

47cm
18.5inches

15cm / 5.9inches
24cm / 9.4inches

33cm
13inches

Material 

Metal height, rotate, left, right, 
forward and backward

height, angle forward 
and backward

tilt, forward 
and backward

Gear box bracket 
plate adjustment 

steering wheel 
holder adjustment

driving pedals bracket 
plate adjustment

60cm / 23.6inches

23cm / 9.1inches 15cm / 5.9inches


